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News from Program Director Kelly 

    Our new staff member, Jessica, has grown up with people with 
developmental disabilities as both her parents 
have worked in the field for years.  Jessica 
worked in a foster home for a year and has an 8 
year old daughter.  She donated wooden puzzles 
and has reinvigorated craft time.  Jessica is 
caring, conscientious, energetic and an asset to DEAR.
    We have three new customers settling into DEAR. Margaret has decided 
the large music room is where she enjoys spending her day and she will 
wheel herself over and tap on the guitar for Stacy to play more music. 
Margaret also enjoys being in the sensory room for story time and watching 
the fish.

     Circle time with music and the new parachute brings smiles, giggles and rowdy fun. Balls of 
different sizes get thrown into the top of the parachute and bounce out much to the delight of Janet 
who then promptly throws the balls back in. Bean bag toss and skittles has had a revival with new 

bean bags.
    Logan has been sharing 
the book series "Diary of a 
Wimpy Kid" so each day story 
time includes a few chapters 
and then a variety of stories 
and some audio books.
    We received a donation of 
colorful papers that we plan 
on using with our "Year in the 
life of ... at DEAR".  Staff 
members are taking photos, 
saving special crafts and 
anecdotes of each customer so 

that at Christmas they can take 
home a small album of their year.
    The velcro wrist bells have been a tremendous success! Several people with limited arm 
movement have worked really hard to move and shake so they can hear the bells jingle!  There are 
big smiles at each jingle!  To make it even more fun, the gathering drum is supported on their knees 
so with a shake and a tap the bells jingle and the drum makes a noise.
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 Notes from Nancy, Sara’s mother 
    We found out about DEAR from our good friends, the Dills, 
whose daughter Holly attends there. We have known Holly's 
family for years and knew she was happy with the services 
provided.   
    Once Sara finished school in June of 2014, I needed 
somewhere for her to have fun while I was at work. One of the fun 
things about DEAR is that there are several clients that Sara 
already knew from school so it was like seeing old friends for her.  

    Sara loves to be around people and activity.  She is very 
social and generally very happy. Each day Sara is excited to go to 
DEAR and is tired at the end of the day. She is ready for a good 
night’s sleep to do it all again the next day.  
    One of Sara's favorite activities is being read to and I have 
read to her each day of her entire life.  I love that each day at 
DEAR includes reading time. 

Dear Supporters,

I invite you to make a significant difference for our customers.  
Gifts of $500 or more designated for “Program Enhancement” 
can help provide musical instruments, an arts and crafts 
instructor, a recreation instructor and more.  You will be 
transforming a unique day program into a great one.  Thank you 
for helping to make DEAR a wonderful place for our precious 
people.

Sincerely,
Gordon Teifel, Board President
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tSend donations to:

DEAR


PO Box 5933

Aloha, OR 97006
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